form (1) w'(z) = A(z)w(z).
Here w(z) is the column vector [vv^z),..., wn(z)] and A(z) is the «x« matrix (alk(z))x, where the «2 analytic functions aik(z) are regular in a bounded simply connected domain D. Together with the vector differential equation (1), we consider also the corresponding matrix differential equation ( 
2) W'(z) = A(z)W(z),
where W(z) = (wik(z))x. In [12] , (1) was called disconjugate in D if, for every choice of« (not necessarily distinct) points zx,..., zn in D, the only solution of (1) which satisfies w¡(z¡) = 0, z'=l,..., «, is the trivial one w(z) = 0. Disconjugacy of (1) in D is equivalent to the fact that for any fundamental solution W(z) = (wik(z))x of (2) (i.e., for any solution W(z) for which the determinant | W(z)\ = |wifc(z)|ï^0 for all z of D), the determinant |wiJc(z()|"^0 for every choice of « (not necessarily distinct) points zu ..., zn of D [12, Theorem 3] . (If this holds for one fundamental solution of (2), then it holds for all of them.) This property may thus serve as the definition of disconjugacy of the systems (2) , and(l), in D.
We define now a more restrictive property than this above defined (ordinary) disconjugacy in D. Definition 1. The differential systems (1) and (2) are called z0-absolute disconjugate in D if there exists a point z0e D such that the solution W(z) = (wik(z)y of (2) , determined by In §2 we give sufficient conditions ensuring the z0-absolute disconjugacy of (2). These results (Theorems 1-3) rely on simple properties of characteristic values of matrices (Lemmas 1 and 3), and on the Peano-Baker method of solution of differential systems. From Lemma 2 follows that z0-absolute disconjugacy implies (ordinary) disconjugacy, so each of these theorems yields a sufficient condition for (ordinary) disconjugacy. As shown at the end of §3, ordinary disconjugacy does in general not imply z0-absolute disconjugacy.
While for general systems (1) and (2) the main consequence of z0-absolute disconjugacy is (ordinary) disconjugacy, the situation is different in the special case where The column vector w(z)=[wx(z),..., wn(z)] of (1) becomes now [y(z), y'(z),..., /"""(z)]
and (1) is equivalent to the differential equation W(z) of (2) becomes the Wronskian matrix of n solutions of (4) . If A(z)~is given by (3) , then ordinary disconjugacy of (1) and (2) in D is equivalent to the property that, for every choice of n (not necessarily distinct) points zx,..., zB in D, the only solution of (4) satisfyingy(zx)=y'(z2)= ■ ■ ■ =y{n'1)(zn) = 0is the trivial one y(z)sO. Using a term due to Nehari [9] , see also [6] , we call this property disfocality of the equation (4) in D. As z0-absolute disconjugacy implies ordinary one, it follows that if A(z) is given by (3), then z0-absolute disconjugacy of the systems (1) and (2) in D implies disfocality of the equation (4) in D.
In §3, using Hermite's formula for divided differences, we prove that if the domain D is convex, then z0-absolute disconjugacy in D of the systems (1) and (2), with A(z) given by (3), implies not only disfocality of (4) but also strong disconjugacy of (4) in D (Theorem 4). This term will be defined later (Definition 2). We note here only that strong disconjugacy of (4) in D includes both disfocality and disconjugacy of (A) in D. (We use the term "disconjugacy of (4) in D" in the by now classical sense: No (nontrivial) solution y(z) of (4) has more than n -1 zeros in D, where the zeros are counted with their multiplicities.)
In §4 we apply Theorem 4 to the results of §2 and obtain thus sufficient conditions for the equation (4) to be strong disconjugate in a convex domain (Theorems l'-3').
In §5 we bring a nonoscillation theorem for equation (4) in the unit disk (Theorem
5).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use This paper is, to a certain degree, a continuation of [12] , but we have tried to make it selfcontained. It is again strongly influenced by many of the methods and results of Nehari [7] -[9].
2. Sufficient conditions for z0-absolute disconjugacy of systems. We first bring some lemmas on characteristic values needed for the results of this section. We use standard notation for «x« matrices with (constant) complex elements: A = (aik)nx, B=(bik)nx, I=(8ik)nx. A«B means \aik\Sbik; i,k=l,.. .,n. If A = (atk)nx, then A+=(\aik\)x, while |y4| = |atfc|ï is the determinant of A. Xt(A), i=l,...,n, are the « characteristic values of A = (aik)x and, as stated before, X(A) = X((aik)x) is the maximal characteristic value of the nonnegative matrix A = (aik)x (i.e., \\i(A)\ S X(A), i= 1,..., n, and X(A) is one of the X¿A)).
We quote now the following well-known result of the Perron-Frobenius theory. Proof. Lemma 1 implies |Af(yl -7)| < 1, z'=l,...,«. As Xi(A -I) = Xi(A)-l, it follows that |A,(^)-1|<1 and thus \(A)^0, i=l,...,n.
Hence, \A\^0.
It follows from Lemma 2 that z0-absolute disconjugacy of the system (2) in D implies its (ordinary) disconjugacy there. Indeed, by (b) of Definition 1,
for any «2 points zxx,...,znn in D. Lemma 2 thus gives |wifc(zijc)|"#0, where W(z) = (wik(z))\ is the fundamental solution of (2) satisfying W(zQ)=I. This implies |wifc(zt)|Ï^0 for any « points zx,..., z" in D, which is the definition of (ordinary) disconjugacy of (2) Let U(x) = («¡fc(x))", 0 S x S r, be the fundamental solution of the real differential system
, is z0-absolute disconjugate in D. The number 2 on the right-hand side of (9) cannot be replaced by any larger number.
Proof. Let W(z) he the fundamental solution of (2) in D satisfying the initial condition Similarly it follows that for 0 S x S r the solution t/(x), satisfying (8), of the majorant system (7) is given by We choose now n2, not necessarily distinct, points zlk in D and set xtk= \zlk -z0\, i, k= 1,..., n. Using (5), (6), (11') and (12'), we obtain (13) |wik(zik)-8ik\ S uik(xlk)-8ik, i,k = l,...,n.
But each element uik(x) of U(x) is, by (12' ) and the nonnegativity of F(x), a nonnegative nondecreasing function of x, OSxSr. (13) thus implies (14) \wik(zik)-8ik\ S uik(r)-8ik, zikeD, i,k=l,...,n.
Having chosen arbitrarily the n2 points zik, let us denote wik(zik) = wik, i, k = 1,..., n ; i.e., we set (15) W = (wik(zik))\.
With this notation, (14) becomes (16) (W-I) « (U(r)-I).
This and assumption (9) imply, by Lemma 3, that (17) A((lF-/)+) < 1. (10), (15), and (17) show that (2) is z0-absolute disconjugate in F».
To prove the last (sharpness) statement of the theorem, we consider the real majorant system (7) on [0, r]. Let U(x), OSxSr, as before, be the solution of (7) satisfying (8). Using the obvious definition of x0-absolute disconjugacy of a real system in a segment containing x0, it follows that if X(U(r))>2, then (7) is not 0-absolute disconjugate in [0, r). Indeed, by continuity, we can find e, 0<e<r, such that X(U(r-e))>2.
Hence, X(U(r-e)-/)> 1. Let now the n2 points xik coincide with r-e. Then 0=(uik(xik))î= U(r-e) and thus X(0-I)> 1.
Let now A(z) be a constant nonnegative matrix, A(z) = A = (aik)l, and assume that the domain D (contained in |z -z0|<r) contains the horizontal segment [z0,z0 + r). Choosing now P(x) = A, clearly W(z0 + x) = U(x), 0Sx<r.
(Here W(z) is the solution of (2) satisfying (10), and U(x) is the solution of (7) satisfying (8).) Choosing all zik = z0 + r-e, X(U(r))>2 implies A((fF-/) + )> 1, and (2) is thus not z0-absolute disconjugate in D. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
We add two remarks.
(i) There exist systems (2) and domains D such that (2) is z0-absolute disconjugate in D for a certain z0 e D, but such that in every neighborhood of z0 there are points z* for which (2) is not z*-absolute disconjugate in D. To show this, let the constant matrix A(z) = A of the above example be positive and assume, as before, that D contains the segment [z0, z0 + r). Setting again P(x) = A, it follows that now X(U(r)) = 2 implies z0-absolute disconjugacy in D. (We have now strict inequality in (14) for each i,k.) Continuing the system (7) to the right of x=r, it follows that for every S>0, X(U(r + 8))>2. If we now choose z*=z0 -8 then, by the above considerations, (2) is not z*-absolute disconjugate in D. [January (ii) In the general case, assumption (9) is equivalent to the statement that the real majorant system (7) is 0-absolute disconjugate in [0, r]. Theorem 2 could thus be formulated as a comparison theorem.
To apply Theorem 1, we have to solve the system (7) or we have, at least, to find an estimate for U(r) which ensures (9). In the remaining two theorems of this section we shall define nonnegative matrices, depending in a more direct way on A(z), such that an inequality for their maximal characteristic values implies z0-absolute disconjugacy of (2) Let A = (aik)x and assume that (19) rX(A) < log 2.
Then the differential system (2) is z0-absolute disconjugate in D. The number log 2 on the right-hand side o/(19) cannot be replaced by any larger number.
Proof. Theorem 2 follows easily from Theorem 1. Indeed, choosing for P(x) of Theorem 1 the constant matrix A = (atk)1, the solution of the corresponding system (7), satisfying (8), is given by (20) U(x) = exA = I+xA + (x2/2 \)A2 +■■-.
As X(U(r)) = A(eM) = e'MA\ (19) is equivalent to (9), and so (2) is z0-absolute disconjugate in D. Considering again the cases where A(z) = A = (aik)1 is a constant nonnegative matrix and [z0, z0 + r) is contained in D, the sharpness statement follows as in the proof of Theorem 1.
We add some remarks. This follows from (19) and the well-known relation rSd/y/3 between the circumradius r and the diameter d of a plane convex set [2, p. 111]. For z0-absolute disconjugacy (but probably not for ordinary disconjugacy) \/3 log 2 on the righthand side of (21) is the best possible number. This follows again by taking for A(z) any nonnegative constant matrix and choosing for D an equilateral triangle with center at z0 and with one of its vertices at z0 + r. (21) improves a former result stating that dX(A)< 1 implies ordinary disconjugacy of (2) (ii) The starlikeness of the bounded domain D with respect to z0 was used only to obtain an upper bound r for the lengths of all paths used in the expansion (11). Theorem 2 remains correct if we only assume on D that there exists a point z0e D and a positive number r, such that every point ze D can be joined to z0 by a path in D of length smaller than r.
(iii) We know that z0-absolute disconjugacy of the system (2) in D implies its ordinary disconjugacy there. We give now three examples in which we are able to find (or estimate) the radius of 0-absolute disconjugacy ra (i.e., (2) is 0-absolute disconjugate in the disk \z\ < ra, but not in any larger disk) and the radius of ordinary disconjugacy rd. In all these examples A(z) will be a constant matrix.
(a) A(z) = A = (alk)1 is a constant nonnegative triangular matrix with at least one positive element in its diagonal. (aikä 0 for all i, k; afk = 0 for k < i, and at least one au is positive.) Clearly X(A) = maxau>0 and by Theorem 2 it follows that r0( log 2)/X(A). The proof of the sharpness statement shows that ra = (log 2)/A(^4). The fundamental solution W(z) = (wik(z))\ satisfying W(0) = I is also triangular with wi((z) = exp (aHz). Hence, for any « points z,, \wik(z^)\x^0. The system is thus disconjugate in the whole plane, that is rd = oo.
Moreover, while (2) is not 0-absolute disconjugate for any disk of radius r > rd, we have that for any «2 points zik, \wik(zlk)\^TíO. This shows that in general, |wifc(z(k)|ï/0, for all choices of «2 points in D, does not imply z0-absolute disconjugacy of (2) Choosing now «2 points zik in D and using the notation (15), we obtain (27) (IF-7) « C. By (25), A(C") = A(C)/(1 -A(C)); hence it follows from (23) that (28) A(C) < 1.
(27) and (28) give, by Lemma 1, (17), and Theorem 3 is thus proved. From the proof of the sharpness of Theorem 2, it follows that the number 1/2 on the right-hand side of (23) cannot be replaced by any number larger than log 2.
Using the notation (and assumptions) of Theorem 1, we obtain that, in the special case when cik = jó mik(x) dx,i,k=l,...,n, Theorem 1 (with pik(x) = mik(x), i, k=l,...,«)
is stronger than Theorem 3. Similarly, if raikS(2 log2)cik, i, k=l, ...,«, then Theorem 2 is stronger than Theorem 3. However, in the general case, Theorem 3 seems not to be comparable with either one of the former theorems. In general, for an «th order differential equation, (29) includes 2n_1 cases.
(ii) Strong disconjugacy includes both disfocality (for /=«, kx=k2= ■ ■ ■ -kn= 1) and disconjugacy (for /= 1, zc! = «), (iii) The equation yin)(z) = 0 is strong disconjugate in the whole plane. Indeed, the general solution of y(n)(z) = 0 is the class Fn_j of all the polynomials of degree [January at most n-1. Assume that y(z)ePn_x and satisfies (29) with arbitrary zx, ..., zn. To prove that y(z) = 0, we use induction on n. As kx = n implies y(z)=0, we may assume that kx<n. Using the n -kx last equations of (29) with respect to y{kx\z) ePn_ki_x and the induction hypothesis, it follows that yikx\z) = 0. Hence, y(z) e Pkl-X. Using now the kx first equations of (29), it follows that y(z) = 0.
It can be shown that if mx,..., m"; 0 S mx S m2 S ■ ■ ■ S mn, are integers such that (29') vcV(Zi) = 0, i=l,...,n, is different from any one of the 2n~1 cases included in (29), then there exist zx,..., zn and a y(z)=áO belonging to FB_X for which (29') holds.
v(n)(z) = 0 is thus strong disconjugate in the whole plane, but this would not have remained true if we had added more cases of type (29'). This shows that the above definition of strong disconjugacy is a quite natural one.
(iv) Let (4) be strong disconjugate in D, let zx,..., zn and kx,..., k, be as in Definition 2 and let yx,. ■ -,yn be arbitrary numbers. Then there exists a unique solution of (4) We bring now the basic theorem which asserts that z0-absolute disconjugacy of a system, corresponding to ah equation, implies strong disconjugacy of the equation. (1) and (2), with A(z) given by (3), are z0-absolute disconjugate in D, then the corresponding differential equation (4) is strong disconjugate in D.
Proof. We shall first prove that if (1) and (2) are z0-absolute disconjugate then (4) is disconjugate. This is the part of our assertion corresponding to the case /=l,jfc1=nof(29).
Consider the systems (1) and (2) We have to show that no nontrivial solution v(z) of (4) can have « zeros zx,...,zn in D. By a standard application of Rouché's theorem, it suffices to prove this for distinct zeros z^z,, i,j= 1,..., n. As every solution y(z) is a linear combination of our « solutions yk(z), it is sufficient to prove that the determinant of the matrix
Vn (z2) yn (zn)) is different from zero for any choice of « distinct points zK of D.
We now subtract the first row of Q. from all the other rows and multiply row z, z'=2,..., n, by l/(z4 -zx). In the new matrix we subtract row 2 from row 3,..., n and multiply by l/(zf-z2). Continuing in this fashion, we obtain the matrix For ;'=1; k=l,..., n, (32) holds trivially for zXk = zx. Now take any element ylk, i=2,...,n; k = l,...,n, i^k. Then
Here we used a consequence of Hermite's formula for divided differences [10, 
By the linearity of the divided differences,
Hence, (35) and (36) imply (32) for i=k, and thus the proof of (32) is completed.
(31), (32) and Lemma 1 imply A((?-/n < i.
Hence, by Lemma 2, | F| ^0 and we proved our theorem for the case 1=1, kx = n of (29).
The proof for the other cases of (29) As can be easily verified, (37) is disconjugate exactly for |z| < n/im-l) = rm and is disfocal exactly for |z| < logm/2(m-l) = Rm;
(37) is thus strong disconjugate exactly for |z| < min (rm, Rm).
As for m > exp (27r), rm < Rm and for m S exp (2w), Rm S rm, it follows that in general disfocality neither implies disconjugacy nor is implied by it.
As we stated before, z0-absolute disconjugacy of (2) implies its (ordinary) disconjugacy. Our example shows that the converse is in general not true. Indeed, consider the system (2) corresponding to the equation (37). This system is disconjugate in the disk |z| < Rm and, for m > exp (27r), the equation (37) is not strong disconjugate there. Using Theorem 4, it follows that for m > exp (27r) no z0, |z0| < Rm, exists such that the system is z0-absolute disconjugate in the disk |z| < Rm. Denote the corresponding Wronskian matrix by Û(x) = (u(k " "(x))"-If (9') X(0(r)) < 2, [January then the complex differential equation
is strong disconjugate in D.
Proof. The differential equation (4) is equivalent to the differential systems (1) and (2) with A(z) given by (3) . Similarly the real majorant equation (7') is equivalent to the real system (7) Û(x) is thus the fundamental solution of this system satisfying ¿7(0) = /. (9') implies, by Theorem 1, that the system (2) is z0-disconjugate in D. As we assumed that D is convex, Theorem 4 gives thus the desired result.
We did not prove that the constant 2 on the right-hand side of (9') is the best possible constant. However, 2 cannot be replaced by any number larger than exp (7r/4)=2.134 •••. This follows by considering the equation (38) yw(z)+fn~2\z) = 0, ni 2. The corresponding characteristic equation \XI-A\=0 is given by
An-an_1Att-1-a0 = 0.
As we saw in §3, y<n)(z)=0 is strongly disconjugate in the whole plane (and indeed (40) holds trivially for any p), so we may assume that 2?= o1 ai > 0-Hence, the maximal characteristic value X(A) is positive and satisfies the equation (cf. Assume that (49) Wi/cW dx < ao, i,k=l,...,n.
Let a, 0 < a < tt/2, be given. Then there exists a number xx, 0 < xx < 1, dependent only on a and on the functions mik(x), such that the differential system (2) is, for every z0 in the ring (50) xx S |zol < 1, z0-absolute disconjugate in A(z0, a).
Proof. Given a, 0 < a < tt/2, and the functions mik(x) satisfying (49), we choose xx such that f1 1 (51) mik(x) dx S ~-cos a, i, k = 1,..., n.
Let z0 satisfy (50), and let W(z) = (wik(z))x be the solution of (2) satisfying (10) rV(z0) = I.
(IF) gives (52) \wik(z)-8ik\ S f \aik(l)dt\+ £ P MCI f M?i)«i| |*| + ---.
•> zo 1=1 ">zo Jzo
Let now z, and hence also £, £i,..., be in A(z0, a). Using Lemma 4, we obtain by Proof. Assume, by contradiction, that a solution y(z)^0 of (4) has an infinite number of zeros in |z| < 1, and let exp (id) he an accumulation point of these zeros. For any given a, 0<a<-n/2, and xx, 0<xx< 1, y(z) will have infinite many zeros in A(z0, a) with z0 = xx exp (id). But the system (2), with A(z) given by (3) , is, by Lemma 5, z0-absolute disconjugate in A(z0, a). By Theorem 4, the equation (4) is thus strongly disconjugate in A(z0, a), and y(z) has therefore at most n-1 zeros in this domain.
It is not difficult to show that, under the assumptions of Theorem 5, there exists a number TV, dependent only on the n functions mt(x), such that no solution of (4) has more than N zeros in |z| < 1. This follows by choosing a fixed a, say a = rr/4, and covering the unit disk by a finite number q of eccentric wedges of the form Ä(z*, a) = {z\ |arg(z-z*)-arg(z*)| < a and |z|-|z*| < l-xx}.
Any solution y(z) has at most n-1 zeros in each wedge, hence N=q(n-1). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
